
Please share any comments or pictures of your work via the blog, e-mail or the class Twitter page @rmpsp4  

P4 Home Learning Grid – 15/6/20 
 

Literacy - Writing Maths and Numeracy 

Create a comic strip of your time in lockdown. 

You can include things you have done, made, seen or even things that you 

have not been able to do.  It should be at least 4 parts but you can make 

it as long as you want. 

 

You can make it on paper or on a computer / tablet. 

 

Here are some websites that give you a start. 

 

https://www.makebeliefscomix.com/Comix/ 

https://edu.pixton.com/solo 

https://www.canva.com/create/comic-strips/ 

https://www.storyboardthat.com/storyboard-creator 

 

I’m sure you could find others too if these don’t suit you. 

Roman Numerals 

 

This week we are going to revise Roman Numerals.  We can use our knowledge of time to 

help us. 

To jog your memory use this Learn Screen on Education City – X Marks the Time 

This video might help too. - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NrnXsKYpLJM 

 

Try these games to practise. 

https://www.abcya.com/games/roman_numerals 

https://mathsframe.co.uk/en/resources/resource/550/Roman-Numerals-Guard-the-

Garden 

 

Bonus activity – Can you make up 5 Roman Numeral puzzles for Mr. Madine to solve? 

 

If you are out and about you might see Roman Numerals being used on clocks and 

buildings.  If you are staying in you might even notice them on T.V. 

Health and Wellbeing Expressive Arts 

Remember our Building Resilience learning?  We have learned some 

things to help us stay resilient.  One of them was “Keeping 

Connected”.  This is quite hard at the moment.  The summer holidays 

are coming up soon and some people might be missing their friends 

from school.  This activity might help you and others. 

 

Create a poster on how to stay connected with people over the 

summer.  It could contain advice for people, or tips and suggestions.  

Remember a good poster isn’t filled with information (a maximum of 4 

things) and there are pictures and writing to grab people’s attention. 

Edinburgh Zoo is famous for having 2 pandas.  Not every zoo has them!  

This week we are going to try to make an origami panda.  There are lots 

of different ways to do this.  Some are more challenging than others.  

You can search for you own way or use either of the videos below. 

 

2 tips 

1. Use paper that is a square, not a rectangle.  You might have to do some cutting. 

2. Colour in the front side of the paper black.  This will help following along the videos. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OUT_zInECDY&feature=youtu.be 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ttTGb7DE3L0&feature=youtu.be 
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